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Objectives: Understanding gender differences in chronic pain (CP) outcome research
is essential to optimal treatment delivery. This study explored the associations between
gender identity, gender roles, and the number of non-life-threatening pain medication
adverse effects reported as severe by people living with CP.
Methods: The analyses were conducted using the COPE Cohort, a dataset generated
through a web-based recruitment of adults with CP. Participants were asked how
they identified themselves (women, men, unknown, unspecified) and gender roles
were measured using the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (subgroups were formed applying
the median split method). Pain medication adverse effects were assessed using a
standardized checklist (none/mild/moderate/severe). A zero-inflated Poisson model was
used to assess gender identity, gender roles and their interaction as potential predictors
of the number of pain medication adverse effects.
Results: A total of 1,343 participants reported using pain medications. Adjusting for
potential confounders, both gender identity (men vs. women: ß = −0.32, p = 0.0024) and
gender roles (androgynous vs. undifferentiated: ß = 0.26, p = 0.0030) were associated
with the number of pain medication adverse effects reported as severe, and they
interacted with each other. The stratified analysis by gender roles showed that women
reported a greater number of severe adverse effects than men among those classified
as masculine and androgynous.
Discussion: Although we are unable to confirm whether the associations can be
explained by differences in the experience or in the reporting of effects, gender
identity and gender roles should both be explored when studying pain medication
adverse effects.
Keywords: sex, gender, chronic pain, adverse effects, side effects
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INTRODUCTION

to affect adverse effects of pain medication. This study aimed to
describe the most frequent non-life-threatening adverse effects
of pain medication reported by persons living with CP and
explore the associations between gender identity, gender roles,
their interaction and the number of adverse effects reported as
severe by participants.

While various non-pharmacologic methods are recommended
for the management of chronic pain (CP) (1–3), medications are
still used by the majority of patients (62–84%) (4–6). Since nonlife-threatening adverse effects related to medication may lead to
non-adherence to treatment, suboptimal effectiveness, impaired
quality of life and an increased use of healthcare resources (7, 8),
a thorough assessment of the adverse effects of pain medication
is most warranted. When patients weigh adverse effects against
symptom reduction, up to 40% report that adverse effects are
more important or as important (9).
The efficacy and adverse effects of drugs are assessed
individually during randomized controlled trials (RCT).
However, these gold-standard studies are often conducted under
strict conditions insomuch that the scope of their conclusions is
minimal in the real-world context (10). Indeed, certain patient
groups are underrepresented (e.g., patients using more than
one drug or with multiple comorbidities) (11, 12). Previous
studies revealed that few patients in the community would meet
the inclusion criteria of major RCTs in their therapeutic field
(0–36%) (13, 14). In addition, for a long time women were
underrepresented in RCTs (15). Thus, studying the real-world
risks of pain pharmacotherapy is important, especially in a
context where CP treatment is characterized by polypharmacy,
off-label prescribing and use, and multimorbidity (16–22).
Two paramount avenues can thus be explored to help inform
and prioritize prevention and development of support tools
for patients: (1) providing a real-world picture of the most
problematic non-life-threatening pain medication adverse effects
among persons living with CP, and (2) identifying individuals
most at risk of pain medication adverse effects.
In this light, one may wonder how women, men and
gender-diverse people may be differentially impacted by pain
medication adverse effects. In contrast to sex, which can
be defined as a set of biological attributes associated with
physical/physiological features (23), gender refers to socially
constructed roles, behaviors, expressions and identities of girls,
women, boys, men, and gender diverse people (23). Various
gender constructs can help understand this multidimensional
concept: 1) gender identity (how individuals see themselves—
e.g., man, woman, non-binary, two-spirited), 2) gender roles
(behavioral norms applied to males and females that influence
everyday actions, expectations and experiences), 3) gender
relationships (how individuals interact with and are treated
by others based on their gender), and 4) institutionalized
gender (distribution of power between men and women in the
institutions of society) (24).
In acute and chronic pain populations, studies showed
that women are more likely than men to experience pain
medication adverse effects (e.g., nausea, vomiting, skin problems,
nervous system issues) (25–27). Women are also more likely
to stop their pain treatment because of adverse effects (28).
However, without proper measurement/consideration of gender
constructs, it is questionable whether those associations are
explained by biological and/or social factors. To our knowledge,
no studies explored how gender identity and gender roles interact
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Setting and Data Source
This retrospective study was conducted using data from
the ChrOnic Pain trEatment (COPE) Cohort (29), a dataset
intended to better understand the real-world utilization of
pharmacological, physical and psychological treatments among
people living with CP. The COPE Cohort was implemented in
the province of Quebec (Canada) and includes 1,935 adults living
with CP who completed a web-based questionnaire between
June and October 2019. Pain duration was self-reported in
the questionnaire in years, months days, and the International
Classification of Diseases 11th Revision CP definition was applied
in terms of eligibility [i.e., persistent or recurrent pain for more
than 3 months (30)].
In order to better understand the particularities of our study
setting, it is important to give some precision on the endorsement
of gender identities and roles in the Canadian society and more
precisely, in Quebec which is the only province where French is
the majority and the sole official language. Quebec is a society
that increasingly values the affirmation of gender identity (31).
There has been in the last 4 decades a rapid evolution in terms
of women’s emancipation, their role in the workforce and high
levels of decision-making (32–34). The involvement of men in
traditionally feminine roles such as childcare and household
management is also increasingly valued (35, 36).
The COPE Cohort self-reported questionnaire included all
indicators identified as a minimum dataset by the Canadian
Registry Working Group of the Strategy for Patient-Oriented
Research (SPOR) Chronic Pain Network (CPN) (37). Item
selection was also guided by core outcome domains and
measures identified by the Initiative on Methods, Measurement
and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials (IMMPACT) (38, 39),
items of the Canadian minimum dataset for chronic low back
pain research (40), and variables assessed in the Quebec Pain
Registry (41). Self-reported COPE data was also intended to
be linked to longitudinal administrative data (medical and
prescription claims). The complete methodology of the COPE
Cohort implementation is described elsewhere (29). The study
protocol was approved by the Université du Québec en AbitibiTémiscamingue’s research ethics committee and informed
consent was obtained from all participants. This study was
conducted using the self-reported data and among the sample
of participants who reported using prescribed and/or over-thecounter (OTC) medication to treat their pain (n = 1,343).

Study Variables
The number of pain medication adverse effects reported as severe
by participants was considered the primary outcome, with gender
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sensitive to others; participants categorized as “masculine” rather
describe themselves as athletic, having leadership, and being selfconfident; participants are categorized as “androgynous” when
scoring high on all these traits and as “undifferentiated” when
scoring low on all these traits. The classification must therefore
be interpreted based on that logic. In our sample of CP adults
(members of the COPE Cohort), the internal consistency and
factor structure of this short version of the BSRI were shown
adequate, i.e., Cronbach’s alphas of 0.90 [95% confidence intervals
(95% CI) = 0.89–0.91] and 0.82 (95% CI = 0.81–0.84) were
obtained for the feminine and masculine scales, respectively;
confirmatory factor analysis reproduced the five first-order
factors (tenderness, sensitivity to others, athletic, leadership, selfconfidence) and two second-order factors (feminine, masculine)
of the theoretical model published by Fontayne et al. (47) with
acceptable goodness of fit indices (χ2(125) = 1,202.62 p < 0.0001,
GFI = 0.9008, CFI = 0.9147, RMSEA = 0.0823).

identity and gender roles as the main independent variables
of interest.

Pain Medication Adverse Effects
Among the COPE Cohort participants, adverse effects related
to pain medication were self-reported using a standardized list
of 19 adverse effects common with these medications that was
previously used in the Canadian Neuropathic Pain Database (42)
and the Quebec Pain Registry (41): lightheadedness/dizziness,
drowsiness, confusion, nausea, vomiting, impaired memory, dry
mouth, itching, abdominal discomfort, constipation, slowing
of the urine stream, fatigue, insomnia, swelling, weight gain,
visual blurring, decreased sex drive, hallucinations, nightmares.
Participants were asked “Are you experiencing any of the following
side effects from your current treatment for pain?” and rated
presence and intensity (none/mild/moderate/severe) of each
effect. Hence, the number of pain medication adverse effects
reported as severe could be computed for each participant.

Chronic Pain-Related Variables
Gender Identity and Gender Roles

The location of pain in the body was operationalized as
dichotomous non-mutually exclusive variables. For this study,
the five most frequently reported locations in the sample (i.e.,
back, neck, shoulders, legs, hips; yes/no) were described, in
addition to the presence of generalized pain (yes/no) and
multisite pain (i.e., two or more locations). The following aspects
were also considered: 1) the circumstances surrounding the
onset of pain, 2) pain duration, 3) frequency, 4) intensity (0–
10 numerical rating scale measuring the average pain intensity
over the past seven days), 5) pain catastrophizing [single item of
the NIH Minimum dataset (43) and STarT Back Screening Tool
(51)], 6) the neuropathic component of pain [DN4 Interview
part; a score ≥3/7 indicates a likely presence of neuropathic
pain (52)], and 7) pain interference [Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)
Interference Scale (53) which ranges from 0 to 10].

In the questionnaire, participants self-identified as women, men,
unknown or unspecified using the gender item of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Task Force on Research Standards for
Chronic Low Back Pain Minimum Dataset (43). According to
recent literature, women vs. men self-identification reflects sex
assigned at birth in more than 97% of cases (0.1–2.3% of large
survey respondents in Canada, the US, and Europe report that the
sex assigned at birth differs from their current gender identity—
e.g., transgender, non-binary, two-spirit) (44, 45). Gender roles
were measured using the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI) (46)
[18-item French version (47)]. The BSRI assesses stereotypically
feminine and masculine self-described personality traits (48).
Although it was criticized by various authors (e.g., stereotypically
feminine and masculine traits that have evolved over the last
few decades), it is the most used instrument in gender research
literature (48), Since its first publication in 1974 (60 items) (46),
several versions and scoring methods were used over the years
that appear to be valid across countries and cultures. The 18item French version published by Fontayne et al. (47) was chosen
because it is brief and deemed appropriate for people with various
literacy levels [as items were found to be understood by teenagers
(47)]. Each item is scored on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from
“1 = Never true” to “7 = Always true” (46) and they are averaged
to obtain a feminine score (10 items) and a masculine score (8
items) (47). These two scores can then be used to create four
gender role subgroups using the median-split approach and the
sample median (49, 50): 1) participants scoring higher than or
equal to the feminine scale median and below the masculine
scale median are categorized as having a “feminine” profile, 2)
those scoring below the feminine scale median and higher than
or equal to the masculine scale median are categorized as having
a “masculine” profile; 3) those scoring higher than or equal to
the median on both scales are classified as “androgynous,” and
4) those scoring below the median on both scales are classified
as “undifferentiated”. Based on the theoretical model of this
version of the BSRI (47), participants categorized as “feminine”
have a greater tendency to describe themselves as tender and
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Pain Treatment
In the COPE questionnaire, current use of prescribed
medications, OTC medications, and physical/psychological
treatments used for pain management were defined as
dichotomous variables (yes/no). The percentage of relief
provided by pain treatment was self-reported on a numeric
scale ranging from 0% (no relief) to 100% (complete relief).
Access to a trusted healthcare professional for pain management
and the total number of medications currently used (including
prescribed, OTC, pain-related and other disease-related
medications) were also self-reported by COPE Cohort
participants. Longitudinal administrative data [private and
public insurance prescription claims obtained through the
reMed registry (54)] were linked to questionnaire data for a
portion of participants. The detailed pharmacotherapy profile
(i.e., specific drugs used in the year before and the year after
the completion of the questionnaire) was thus available for 152
participants. All reMed data access requirements and ethical
authorizations were obtained.
Other covariates measured in the COPE Cohort (29)
and included in the present study were sociodemographic
characteristics and health profile (physical functioning, general
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web-based questionnaire, thus making it impossible to test highrisk medications (e.g., opioids, benzodiazepines) as potential
confounders or effect modifiers of gender identity- and genderassociations. However, having access to private and public
insurance prescription claims for a small portion of the cohort,
it was possible to conduct a sensitivity analysis regarding the
robustness of our conclusions (multivariable model including
only gender identity, gender role dummy variables, opioid and
benzodiazepine use). Dispensed prescriptions were classified
according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC)
classification system for opioids (N02A) and benzodiazepines
(N05BA, N05CD, N03AE, and benzo-related drugs N05CF). A
user was then defined as a participant who was dispensed such
drugs in the 90 days before the completion of the questionnaire
(to account for the refill gap period). A sensitivity analysis was
also carried out to assess the impact of missing value imputation
on conclusions. A multiple imputation approach was used as
suggested in the literature (60). All analyses were performed
using SAS R version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

health, psychological distress, substance abuse, smoking status,
use of cannabis).

Statistical Analysis
A sex- and gender-based analysis was conducted (55–57),
including stratified statistics, statistical significance of gender
identity (in a way a proxy for sex at birth in the present
study), gender roles and their interaction terms in multivariable
models, and reporting of negative findings (statistically nonsignificant results). First, descriptive statistics (means, standard
deviations, counts, percentages) were used to summarize the
main characteristics of the whole study population in addition
to their adverse effects profile (most commonly reported pain
medication adverse effects; overall and those reported as severe
by participants). The distribution of gender role subgroup
membership was also described across gender identity categories.
Bivariate analyses (Chi-square, Wilcoxon rank-sum and KruskalWallis tests) were used to assess gender identity and gender roles
differences regarding: (1) the number of pain medication adverse
effects reported as severe by participants, (2) the proportion
of participants without adverse effects, (3) the prevalence of
the four most frequently reported adverse effects regardless of
their severity (fatigue, dry mouth, drowsiness, decreased sex
drive), and (4) the prevalence of the four most common adverse
effects reported as severe (fatigue, decreased sex drive, dry
mouth, insomnia).
A multivariable two-part regression model (58) was
used to assess the association between gender identity and
gender roles (independent variables), and the number of pain
medication adverse effects reported as severe by participants
(dependent variable).
A complete description of the two-part modeling is presented
in Supplementary Digital Content 1. Results of the first part of
the model (logistic regression) were computed as adjusted odds
ratios (OR) along with their respective 95% CI and p-values;
results from the second part of the model (Poisson regression)
were computed as adjusted beta coefficients (ß) along with
their respective 95% CI and p-values. All variables measured
in the COPE Cohort that could potentially be associated with
gender identity, gender roles or adverse effects of medications
(potential confounders) were identified a priori and included
in the regression analysis. The choice of variables was based
on existing literature and clinical considerations. Because of
our substantial sample size, this approach was chosen over
other criticized selection techniques such as relying on bivariate
regression analyses p-values (59) or on computer algorithms (60).
Variance inflation factors (VIFs) below 5 (61) were used to detect
variables showing a multicollinearity problem. Interaction terms
(gender identity ∗ gender role dummy variables) were tested. In
case of statistical significance, it was planned to better map and
evaluate the direction of effect modification by stratifying the
gender identity multivariable regression coefficient across gender
role subgroups.
Although the total number of medications used by
participants was self-reported (regardless of their indication), the
detailed types and posology of medications used by participants
were not collected in the COPE Cohort self-administered
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RESULTS
A total of 1,433 participants completed the section of the
questionnaire about pain relief strategies. Of those, 1,343
(93.72%) reported using pain medications (28.58% used
prescribed medications only, 15.00% OTC medications only,
56.42% used both), which formed the convenience sample for
our study.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the study participants.
Age ranged between 18 and 88 years (mean: 50.06 ± 13.14), and
84.64% were women. Four participants identified as non-binary
(it was thus impossible to form a statistically sound subgroup for
all of our analyses). Regarding gender role subgroups, 26.99%
were classified as feminine (described themselves as tender and
sensitive to others), 19.53% as masculine (described themselves
as athletic, having leadership, and being self-confident), 30.85%
as androgynous (scored high on all these traits), and 26.99% as
undifferentiated (scored low on all these traits). Over half of the
participants (52.16%) had been suffering from pain for at least 10
years, and the most common pain location was the back (63.22%
of participants). Only 35.05% reported being employed (full- or
part-time) and 79.29% had post-secondary education.
The distribution of the four gender role classifications
among women and men is presented in Figure 1. Among
women, 24.36% were classified as having feminine gender
roles, 18.61% as masculine, 31.09% as androgynous and 25.94%
as undifferentiated. Among men, these proportions were,
respectively, 12.36, 25.28, 28.65, and 33.71%.

Most Frequent Adverse Effects of Pain
Medication
Regardless of their severity, the four most frequently reported
pain medication adverse effects among the study population
were fatigue (76.45%), dry mouth (66.77%), drowsiness (62.93%)
and decreased sex drive (61.05%) (Figure 2). The most common
adverse effects reported as severe by participants were fatigue
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specific adverse effects (overall and those reported as severe
by participants).

TABLE 1 | Sample characteristics.
Characteristics (n = 1,343)

No. (%) of
participants*

Age (years)—mean ± SD

50.06 ±13.14

Gender Identity and Gender Roles as
Predictors of the Number of Adverse
Effects Reported as Severe by Participants

Gender identity
Women
Men
Unknown/undetermined

1,119 (84.64)

Main results of the multivariable model used to assess the
association between gender identity, gender roles and the
number of adverse effects reported as severe by participants
are presented in Table 3. Gender identity and gender roles
were both associated with the number of adverse effects
reported as severe by participants: (1) Women reported a
greater number of severe adverse effects (men vs. women ß:
−0.32, 95% CI: −0.52, −0.11), (2) Participants classified as
androgynous experienced a greater number of severe adverse
effects (androgynous vs. undifferentiated gender roles ß: 0.26,
95% CI: 0.09–0.44). Complete results of the two-part model
(including coefficients for all covariables) are presented in
Supplementary Digital Content 2.
When interaction terms between gender identity and gender
role dummy variables (feminine, masculine, or androgynous
vs. undifferentiated) were tested in the multivariable model
(Table 3), statistical significance was reached. Gender identity
multivariable regression coefficients were thus disaggregated
across gender role subgroups to better map and evaluate the
direction of effect modification (Table 4). Gender identity was
only associated with the number of adverse effects reported as
severe among participants classified as masculine (ß men vs.
women: −1.13; 95% CI: −1.78, −0.48) or androgynous (ß men
vs. women: −0.81; 95% CI: −1.16, −0.47), in other words,
participants who scored high on athletic, leadership, and selfconfidence traits.
As for sensitivity analyses (among participants for which
private and public insurance prescription claims were available),
only the association between gender roles and the number of
adverse effects reported as severe by participants remained
significant in the smaller model (n = 152) adjusting for opioid
and benzodiazepine use (androgynous vs. undifferentiated
gender roles ß: 0.73, 95% CI: 0.27–1.19; feminine vs.
undifferentiated gender roles ß: 0.68, 95% CI: 0.25–1.11). COPE
Cohort participants and the subsample in which sensitivity
analyses were conducted were comparable in terms of gender
identity (women: 84.64 vs. 83.03%) and gender roles (feminine:
27.00 vs. 28.95%; masculine: 19.53 vs. 17.76%; androgynous:
30.85 vs. 30.92%). Multiple imputation of missing values did
not change our main conclusions (the model is presented in
Supplementary Digital Content 3).

199 (15.05)
4 (0.30)

Gender role subgroups
Feminine

270 (26.99)

Masculine

233 (19.53)

Androgynous

368 (30.85)

Undifferentiated

322 (26.99)

Pain frequency
Continually
Occasionally

1,174 (87.81)
163 (12.19)

Pain duration (years)
<1

44 (3.06)

1–4

298 (22.24)

5–9

302 (22.54)

≥10

699 (52.16)

Pain intensity on the average in the past 7 days
(0–10)—mean ± SD

5.47 ± 1.93

Pain intensity at its worst in the past 7 days
(0–10)—mean ± SD

7.32 ± 1.71

Most common pain locations
Back

849 (63.22)

Neck

614 (45.72)

Shoulders

593 (44.15)

Legs

530 (39.46)

Hips

516 (38.42)

Country of birth
Canada
Other

1,253 (96.09)
51 (3.91)

Employment
Worker

457 (35.05)

Unemployed

847 (64.95)

Education level
Post-secondary education
No post-secondary education

1,030 (79.29)
269 (20.71)

*Unless stated otherwise.
Proportion of missing data across presented variable ranges between 0 and 11.17%.
SD, Standard deviation.

(27.57%), decreased sex drive (23.75%), dry mouth (17.00%) and
insomnia (15.59%).

DISCUSSION

Gender-Stratified Adverse Effects Profile

The present study describes real-world non-life-threatening pain
medication adverse effects experienced by individual living
with CP and is the first to our knowledge to explore how
gender identity and gender roles interact to affect the severity
of such effects. When adjustments were made to account for
sociodemographic and clinical factors and sufficient statistical

Only 10.1% of participants reported no pain medication adverse
effects. As shown Table 2, bivariate statistical comparisons (that
do not control for confounding) mainly showed gender role
subgroups differences in terms of the number of reported
adverse effects, presence of adverse effects, and prevalence of
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FIGURE 1 | Distribution (%) of gender role subgroups in women (left) and men (right). Feminine: described themselves as tender and sensitive to others. Masculine:
described themselves as athletic, having leadership, and being self-confident. Androgynous: scored high on all these traits. Undifferentiated: scored low on all these
traits.

FIGURE 2 | Most frequently reported adverse effects (left) and adverse effects reported as severe (right). * Other adverse effects reported in the open-ended question
at the end of the standardized checklist included stomach burn (12.75%), night sweating and hot flashes (10.78%), pain (5.88%), mood swing (4.90%), and lack of
appetite (3.92%).

adverse effects reported as severe, but only when they presented
specific gender profiles.
Based on our results, gender identity and gender roles should
not be studied separately and are not interchangeable. In support

power was achieved, both gender identity and gender roles were
associated with the number of adverse effects reported as severe.
Our results, however, suggest a statistical interaction between
those factors, meaning that women had a greater number of
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Total

Gender identity subgroups

Gender role subgroups
Masculine
Feminine (F)
(M)
Describe
Describe
themselves as
themselves as
tender and
athletic, having
sensitive
to others n = 270 leadership, and
being
self-confident
n = 233

Androgynous (A) Undifferentiated
Scored high on
(U)
all these traits n
n = 322
= 368

n = 1,343

Men
n = 199

Women n
= 1,119

p-value*

Number of adverse effects
reported as severe—mean ±
SD

1.56 ± 2.10

1.42 ± 1.96

1.57 ± 2.12

0.5850

2.07 ± 2.42

1.09 ± 1.73

1.46 ± 2.04

1.45 ± 2.05

<0.0001
Post-hoc differences:
F-M, F-A, F-U

Proportion of participants
without adverse effects—n
(%)

134 (10.10)

13 (6.53)

120 (10.88)

0.0624

21 (7.87)

29 (12.45)

49 (13.39)

24 (7.55)

0.0270
Post-hoc differences:
none according to
conservative tests

Fatigue

990 (76.45)

159 (81.12)

810 (75.42)

0.0842

216 (82.76)

170 (75.56)

257 (71.79)

239 (76.85)

0.0170
Post-hoc differences: F-A

Dry mouth

868 (66.77)

135 (69.23)

715 (66.20)

0.4092

197 (74.62)

147 (64.19)

221 (61.73)

199 (64.40)

0.0064
Post-hoc differences: F-A,
F-U

Drowsiness

813 (62.93)

130 (66.67)

667 (62.22)

0.2371

178 (68.20)

142 (62.01)

211 (58.94)

196 (64.05)

0.1217

Decreased sex drive

779 (61.05)

132 (68.75)

629 (59.34)

0.0140

179 (68.58)

121 (54.02)

200 (56.82)

194 (63.19)

0.0029
Post-hoc differences:
F-M, F-A

Fatigue

357 (27.57)

43 (21.94)

306 (28.49)

0.0588

95 (36.40)

46 (20.44)

101 (28.21)

74 (23.79)

0.0004
Post-hoc differences:
F-M, F-U

Decreased sex drive

303 (23.75)

51 (26.56)

244 (23.02)

0.2871

76 (29.12)

43 (19.20)

67 (19.03)

87 (28.34)

0.0022
Post-hoc differences: F-A,
A-U

Dry mouth

221 (17.00)

29 (14.87)

187 (17.31)

0.4026

62 (23.48)

22 (9.61)

54 (15.08)

48 (15.53)

0.0004
Post-hoc differences:
F-M, F-A

Insomnia

197 (15.59)

33 (17.28)

158 (15.06)

0.4353

43 (16.80)

19 (8.56)

63 (18.00)

39 (12.96)

0.0096
Post-hoc differences:
F-M, A-M

p-value**
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TABLE 2 | Number of adverse effects reported as severe and most frequently reported adverse effects according to gender identity and gender role subgroups.

Most frequently reported
adverse effects—n (%)

7
Most frequent adverse
effects reported as
severe—n (%)
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* Chi-square tests or Wilcoxon rank-sum tests.
** Chi-square tests or Kruskal-Wallis tests with Tukey style multiple comparisons of proportions or Dwass-Steel-Critchlow-Fligner tests for post-hoc pairwise analyses.
Proportion of missing data across presented variable ranges between 1.19 and 5.88%.
P-values < 0.05 are reported in bold.
SD, Standard deviation.
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TABLE 3 | Multivariable model exploring associations between gender identity, gender and number of severe adverse effects.
Adjusted ß*

95% CI

p-value

Coefficients Estimates for the number of severe adverse effects among participants with non-structural zero severe adverse effect
Model without interaction terms
Gender identity (men vs. women)

−0.32

−0.52 to −0.11

0.0024

Gender (vs. undifferentiated)
Feminine (describe themselves as tender and sensitive to others)

0.06

−0.11 to 0.23

0.4821

Masculine (describe themselves as athletic, having leadership, and being self-confident)

0.03

−0.19 to 0.25

0.7938

Androgynous (scored high on all these traits)

0.26

0.09 to 0.44

0.0030

-0.58

−1.03 to −0.13

0.0121

Model with interaction terms
Gender identity (men vs. women)
Gender (vs. undifferentiated)
Feminine

-0.03

−0.21 to 0.16

0.7788

Masculine

0.03

−0.20 to 0.26

0.8000

Androgynous

0.27

0.08 to 0.45

0.0042
0.0106

Interaction terms
Gender identity * Feminine

0.70

0.16 to 1.23

Gender identity * Masculine

0.09

−0.61 to 0.78

0.8052

Gender identity * Androgynous

0.03

−0.52 to 0.59

0.9035

P-values < 0.05 are reported in bold.
*Adjusted for circumstances surrounding onset of pain, pain location, frequency, duration, tendency to pain catastrophizing, evidence of neuropathic pain, Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)
score, pharmacological pain treatment use, non-pharmacological treatment use, access to a trusted healthcare professional for pain management, percentage of relief provided by pain
treatment, country of birth, employment, disability, education level, living in a remote region, age, physical functioning score, general health score, number of drugs used, Patient Health
Questionnaire-4 score, alcohol or drugs perceived problem, cannabis use, and smoking; 976 participants with no missing data were included in the final model.

of the growing recognition of the relevance of sex- and genderbased analysis when studying the experience of pain (62–64),
our results emphasize the importance of including both gender
identity and gender roles in all CP randomized controlled
trials and observational studies about analgesic drug’s risks and
benefits. Effect modification should also be tested in all studies
as we showed that social factors are important. There is still
a long way to go when one considers that, all medical fields
combined, only 6% of Canadian randomized controlled trials
conduct women vs. men subgroup analyses, 4% report sexdisaggregated data, and none operationalize sex and gender
variables, nor carry a comprehensive sex- and gender-based
analysis (65). Although we are unable to confirm whether the
associations are explained by differences in the experience or in
the reporting of pain medication adverse effects, gender identity
and gender roles should also be considered in knowledge transfer
initiatives and clinical practice when trying to prevent, identify
and manage pain medication-related adverse effects.

Although those effects are non-life-threatening, they remain of
great interest as they can have a serious impact on a person’s
quality of life (7, 8). The content of patient support tools as
well as the support offered by healthcare professionals could
be focused on these types of adverse effects. Knowing that
non-life-threatening adverse effects affect the great majority
of patients (90% in our study), healthcare professionals (e.g.,
physicians, pharmacists, nurse practitioners) should address
the subject during consultations to ensure patient informed
decisions regarding risks and benefits of using pain medications.
It should be noted that since we analyzed a cohort of prevalent
analgesic users, our study may even be underestimating the
frequency of those adverse events [depletion of susceptibles
bias (66)].

Plausibility of Biological Differences
This study shows that gender identity is associated with
the number of pain medication adverse effects reported as
severe when adjusting for gender roles, CP characteristics
and interference, information about pain treatments, as well
as sociodemographic and health profiles. Specifically, women
reported a higher number of adverse effects reported as severe
than men. This result is consistent with those of other studies
that showed that women appear to be more vulnerable than
men to certain adverse effects of analgesic drugs (25–28, 67).
These results thus raise the following question: Why, biologically
speaking, could there be differences in the experience of

Most Frequent Adverse Effects of Pain
Medication
The most commonly reported adverse effects, regardless of
severity, gender identity or gender roles, were fatigue, dry
mouth, drowsiness, and decreased sex drive (with prevalence
estimates above 60%). Impaired memory, weight gain, insomnia,
constipation, lightheadedness/dizziness, and abdominal
discomfort also affected more than 50% of participants.
Frontiers in Pain Research | www.frontiersin.org
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our study nevertheless underlines the importance of defining,
measuring and including both gender identity and gender in
all CP randomized controlled trials and observational studies
about drugs risks and benefits. Effect modification should always
be explored.
In fact, gender identity and gender interacted to affect the
number of adverse effects reported as severe. When stratifying
results, gender identity was associated with the number of adverse
effects reported as severe among participants with masculine
and androgynous characteristics (women reported significantly
higher numbers of adverse effects reported as severe than men),
but not among participants with feminine and undifferentiated
characteristics. This effect modification suggest that although
fundamental biological differences may exist between women
and men, the experience and/or reporting of adverse effects is
shaped by social factors such as personality traits. This underlines
the importance of addressing the management of adverse effects
using the biopsychosocial model (80), already pronounced in
research about CP, but still underused in clinical practice (3).

TABLE 4 | Gender-stratified multivariable results.
Adjusted ß*

95% CI

p-value

Association between gender identity and number of severe adverse
effects among gender role subgroups
Undifferentiated

Men vs. women

−0.20

−0.68 to 0.27

0.4059

Feminine

Men vs. women

0.28

−0.20 to 0.76

0.2582
0.0007

Masculine

Men vs. women

−1.13

−1.78 to −0.48

Androgynous

Men vs. women

−0.81

−1.16 to −0.47 <0.0001

P-values < 0.05 are reported in bold.
*Adjusted for the same variables listed in Table 3 footnotes.

adverse effects reported as severe between men and women?
Related literature speaks of men vs. women differences in
synaptic transmission, pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics
and response to treatment (68, 69). Additionally, it has been
shown that the use of both prescribed and OTC analgesics is
significantly higher among women than men (70, 71). In general,
being a woman has been shown to be a risk factor for clinically
relevant adverse effects, with a greater risk of developing an
adverse effect compared to male patients (72). For example, in
the context of antidepressants, it has been shown that women
tend to report more adverse effects, such as dizziness, nausea,
vision problems, constipation, and somnolence. Men tend to
report greater sexual dysfunction and urinary problems (73, 74).
A review also reported that the severity of adverse effects can be
more pronounced in women (75).

Strengths and Limitations
Our study has several strengths such as the diversity and
exhaustiveness of the variables considered, the use of many
recognized validated scales and its sample size shown to be
representative of large random samples of CP adults in terms
of pain characteristics, age, employment status, and level of
education (29). In the COPE Cohort, women and users of
pain medications were however overrepresented. The web-based
recruitment methods and questionnaire administration could
explain the oversampling of women as they are known to use
Facebook (81) and work in online environments more than
men (82). Women also use more drugs (83). That said, the
sample still allowed us to study both men and women in a
diverse spectrum of gender role profiles (Figure 1). In terms
of limitations, the COPE Cohort questionnaire did not cover
sex assigned at birth. Even if self-identified gender is a good
proxy for sex assigned at birth in the general population (44,
45), our interpretations with regards to the influence of sex
on adverse effects must be formulated with caution. Excluding
participants who self-identified as non-binary (n = 4) is ethically
problematic, but was justified on grounds of statistical validity.
Researchers will have to go beyond the methodology applied
in the present study such as exploring the experiences of this
subgroup through qualitative approaches or apply more targeted
recruitment approaches in large quantitative studies. Too few
representatives of racialized subgroups also limited the scope
of the sex-, gender- and diversity-based analysis (SGBA+).
Further studies should thus be conducted to expand our findings
and explore intersectionality. Even if participants were asked
about adverse effects related to pain medication, our measure is
imperfect as it can sometimes be difficult for patients to know for
certain if an adverse effect is caused by pain medications, other
medications used to treat comorbidities or the disease itself. At
least the patterns of results suggest differences in side effects that
are classically medication-related (e.g., dry mouth). We should
underline that in the analysis of the BSRI scores, the choice of the
median-split method (as opposed to continuous BSRI scores or

Plausibility of Social Differences
This study has revealed an association between gender roles
and the number of pain medication adverse effects reported as
severe, i.e., participants with androgynous characteristics (those
who scored high on all BSRI traits: tenderness, sensitivity to
others, athletic, having leadership, being self-confident), reported
a greater number of adverse effects reported as severe than
those with undifferentiated characteristics. Different potential
explanations can be put forward, including differences in
verbalization of side effects, coping strategies, perceived severity,
and/or importance given to side effects. As traditional gender
roles can influence the verbalization of pain (75) they perhaps
influence the verbalization of adverse effects. In addition, gender
roles are known to be related to coping strategies (76). Personality
traits can also be associated with better social support, a factor
known to have a positive influence on adjustment to CP (77).
An integrative review on gender roles in pain perception and
expression showed that femininity seems to be associated with
lower pain tolerance thresholds, as well as a greater propensity
to report painful sensations (78). Moreover, psychological and
social elements of gender have been reported as associated with
altered pain experiences and analgesic use profiles. Hence, pain
perception may influence analgesic requirements (79), which
can in turn affect adverse effects reporting. Our model adjusted
for pain characteristics and general information about pain
treatments, but further studies are needed to elucidate the
causal diagram behind this association. All things considered,
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feminine-masculine difference score) is not without drawbacks
(50, 84). In addition, the BSRI only allow an analysis grounded
in stereotypical gender roles of the 1980s which might not relate
the same way across ages. The BSRI has indeed posed problems
of interpretation to researchers in the field of pain (63). Also, we
cannot exclude the possibility that observed differences between
gender roles subgroups classified according to this inventory
could be explained by participants’ endorsement of items of the
questionnaire (i.e., participants classified as undifferentiated may
be more conservative in their self-reports). As for the detailed
profile of participants’ pharmacotherapy, our analysis is limited
(i.e., open to a type II error, do not account for specific types of
drugs or dosing) and further studies are needed. Also, we cannot
exclude the possibility of a type II error considering that 199 men
we included in our sample. Finally, the cross-sectional nature of
the study does not enable to establish causal relationships. That
said, gender identity and gender roles are probably determining
factors as opposed to consequences of adverse effects.
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including both gender identity and gender in all CP randomized
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benefits. Using a biopsychosocial approach, those factors should
be considered when trying to prevent, identify and manage pain
medication-related adverse effects.
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